In order to complete the Simulation Research tasks, you **must**:

- **Split** the screen using the **Split Horiz** or **Split Vert** buttons in the Navigation Toolbar. (see diagram 1)

- **Choose** the **Research** tab in one pane and either **Standards** (in AUD or FAR) or **Code** (in REG) in the other pane (see diagram 2). For Audit and FAR, the Authoritative Literature tab is labeled **Standards**, and for Regulation it is labeled **Code**.

- **Find** the text you wish to select. **Place** the cursor over the text. If the cursor appears as ![pointer](image), you may click to select the text. If the cursor appears as ![lock](image), the text is not selectable. Note that in some cases, Authoritative Literature pages can take some time to load. Text can be selected only when pages are fully loaded.

- **Transfer** selected text using the **Transfer to Answer** button (see diagram 2)
Be sure to review the tutorial and sample tests available on the Uniform CPA Examination website:

www.cpa-exam.org